1. 120 MADISON- A 3 PART PAINTING OF THE HISTORY OF THE GRAD HOUSE. WHERE PARTS OF THE PAINTING SEPARATE OF.
2. RED BUDDHA BAR AND CAFÉ
3. THE YELLOW BUDDHA – JUPITER IN CANCER

The 3 for The Archbishop of Trinidad.
ALL ARTWORK CREATED BY CRISTOPH DE CAERMICHAEL
1. THE BOLSHOI BALLET – IN MOVEMENT – RAPIDEMENT (1A) I baked painted-classical vinyl records to make Dale chuholi style blown glass
2. AN ODE TO BACTERIA AND VIRUSES AND THE PHARMACY THAT TREATS THEM

THE MARDI GRAS
THE TREES OF KNOWLEDGE. A BARREN LANDSCAPE - REFLECTIVE OF ACADEMIA

THE POWER OF THE BISHMALLAH HIDDEN IN THE AMORPHOPHALLUS TITANIUM – A POWERFUL PLANT THAT BLOOMS A 10 FOOT STYLUS AND THE SMELL OF A CORPSE.
MAN IS PROGRAMMED TO KILL- IT SEEMS AND THIS IS NATIVE USA MAN ON THE BRINK OF A SUPERNOVA OR OF PEACE. YIN AND YAN COMBINE WITH A SUPERNOVA.

ODE TO DUPONT SUBWAY STATION- GREAT MURALS.

WHO DOES NOT HATE HEART? ( I LOVE HEART)

THE I HEART THEME HAS BEEN DONE ADNAUSEUM

SO I HATE HEART. (OVER COMMERCIALISED AND BORING )

Comes in plaid.
GIANNI’S TABLE

IF VERSACE MADE TABLES – THIS WOULD BE IT.
ALL ART WORK CREATED BY CRISTOPH DE CAERMICHAEL

THIS IS A TRIPTYCH – FOUND ITEMS

1. ART – PRESCRIPTION THERAPY
   THE CRANIUM IN REVIEW
2. STRANGE FRUIT
3. BROMANCE
THE RAINBOW BUDDHA

Now at Orbital Arts – 275 Augusta

Inspired by the Red Buddha Bar n Cafe
SUN MANDALA

Kandinsky meets Buddhism. A Sun Mandela...dimensions are 8x4. I did mix in Holy water, sacred oils and a lot of herbs into the paint. I used the abstraction of Kandinsky with Sanskrit replacing the negative black spaces.

A KANDINSKY MURAL
THE PERFECT IMPERFECTION of A STRIATED DECK.
Reminds me of Thailand, Barbados, Trinidad & Jamaica and Cuba.
A KANDINSKY KITCHEN
THE 3
THE RED SERIES

The Red Series painted after 4 hours of dental surgery.
All ART WORK CREATED BY CRISTOPH DE CAERMICHAEL
It’s a collage of broken mirrors and gravel. To give the air of dessication. The yellow is grey, as the flower dies. Broken mirrors and gravel add texture and decay.

1. Okay - its a WTF moment. I had 4 hours of Dental surgery. The mofo dentist, god bless her worked on me for 4 hours. She shoved spikes in me shocked me - drilled and drugged me. Finally it was done and relief came in many ways - (1) A coloss... More @ - https://www.facebook.com/cristoph.decaermichael
The coop office requested a piece of art. This is a flower, its stem and pot...
ALL ART- WORK CREATED BY CRISTOPH DE CAERMICHAEL
Nostalgia. Life on the beach. Varadero, Trinidad, Bali.

The Following is SLAUGHTER. 25 pounds – Pizza Pie shape – Tubes /tusks
THE GRAFITTI OF CHRIST
AII ART- WORK CREATED BY CRISTOPH DE CAERMICHAEL

JEAN–MICHEL BASQUIAT
Infuences such as Van gogh and Frida Kahlo can’t be denied..
All ART WORK CREATED BY CRISTOPH DE CAERMICHAEL
ALL ART- WORK CREATED BY CRISTOPH DE CAERMICHAEL
ALL ART- WORK CREATED BY CRISTOPH DE CAERMICHAEL
ALL ART- WORK CREATED BY CRISTOPH DE CAERMICHAEL
All Art Work Created by Cristoph de Caermichael
All ARTWORK CREATED BY CRISTOPH DE CAERMICHAEL

WILD ROSES